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Quadrature and Widths 
ERICH NOVAK 
SUMMARY 
The n-widths of a subset A of a Banach space R describe how well the 
elements of A can be approximated by elements of n-dimensional subspaces 
of B. This paper investigates relations bctwccn n-widths and error &mates 
for quadrature formulas. These estimates describe how well a linear form 
on a function class A can be approximated by quadrature formulas with II 
knots. For the case that A is a class of bounded functions, we compare the 
n-widths d,(A), referring to the sup-norm, with deterministic error 
estimates e,,(A, 1~). for some linear form i-1 on A. defined by 
where p, runs through all quadrature formuias with n knots. In order to 
get from e,JA, p) to a quantity which depends only on -4, we introduce 
e,,(A) = sup e,2i.4 ~‘b 
IIt’ll < 1 
For an arbitrary class A of bounded functions. the following relation to the 
n-widths holds: 
eJ.4) < 2. d,,(A). 
In spite of this connection: the behavior of o!,, and e,, turns out to be very 
different. in general. For instance, the asymptotic behavior of d,, and e, is 
the same if A is a Holder class or a Sobolev class with p 3 2 but is different 
if A is a Sobolev class with 1 <p < 2. The last statement will be shown in 
another paper, by a different method. 
In the second part of the paper, we investigate stochastic error bounds 
~~(4, p) and o,(A) for stochastic quadrature formulas, introduced via 
variances, and their relations to the n-widths, based on the L.-norm. We 
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improve a general lower estimate of Bahvalov for ~,~(-*l, CL) and give new 
stochastic error bounds for some special function classes. Concerning the 
asymptotic behavior, we see that in some interesting cases the stochastic 
error bounds converge faster than the deterministic ones. Quantitatively, 
the improvement amounts to the factor n-l’*. 
1. DETERMINISTIC QUADRATURE FORMULAS 
Let X be an arbitrary set, B(X) = ( f: X -+ [w 1 f bounded}, and A c B(X). 
First we give a result which generalizes the well-known interpolation 
theorem (see Shapiro [14]): 
PROPOSITION 1. Let VC B(X) be a vector space M*ith dim V = n E N and 
L: V + R liuear. Then for each E > 0 there exist x, ,..., x, E X and a, ,..., a, E R 
with 
L(f) = f aif(xijfor all f E V 
i= I 
and 
IILII 6 i Iail 6 IIU +E. 
i= 1 
Proof In the case where X is compact and I’ consists of continuous 
functions, this proposition holds even for E = 0 (this is the interpolation 
theorem mentioned). We reduce the general case to this special case: The 
set M= ( f E V 1 11 f II = 1 > is compact, and for 6, > 0 there exist 
fi,...,f,~M with M= Uy=, {~IzM 1 Ilf-fill ~6,). For 6,>0 let li be 
given so that Ifi(.~,)l 3 1 - 6, (i= I,..., m). By eventually making 
K’= I, I 1,..., x,,} larger we can assume that for v’ = (f,‘K I f E V) with K 
finite and K’ c K the statement dim b” = n holds. 
Now we apply the above-mentioned special case to K, V’, and L’ defined 
byL’(f/K)=L(f).BecauseofIIf/KII3Ilfll.(1-61-6z)forallf~~‘we 
get L( f ) = x;= 1 aif (,yi) with 
and the statement follows. 
Now we define the nth error bounds for deterministic quadrature for- 
mulas that we want to compare with the n-widths, referring to the sup- 
norm: 
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DEFINITION. Let p E B’(X) (the latter being the dual of B(X)) and M, = 
{pngB’(X) I p,(f)=C;= r aif for some ai and ~~1. Set 
and 
The n-widths of A in B(X) as defined by Kolmogorov [g] are given by 
dJ.4) = inf sup inf Ilf- glj, 
,u, ft .J FE UP2 
where A’,, runs through all vector spaces of B(X) of dimension I?. 
PROPOSITION 2, 
and therefore 
e,,(A) 6 2. d,(,4). 
Prooj: Let A, p, ~1, and E > 0 be given. There is a vector space I;‘& B(X) 
with dim I’= 12 and SUP,,-~ .4 inf,. )’ II .f’- g/l d &,(A J + E. Because of 
Proposition 1 there is a pII E M, with ,v,(J’ ) = p(.f) for all SE V and 
IIAII d IIpl/ + E. Therefore l~,(f J - 14fJi d (d,,(z4) + ~1. (ild + Il.~,li ) d 
(d,,(A) + .s j. (2 IlpIl + E) for all f E .4. The statement follows from this. 
Remark. By examples one can show that the constant 2 in 
Proposition 2 is optimal; i.e.. in general it cannot be replaced by a smaller 
constant. 
EXAMPLES. ( 1) Let X be compact, A G C(X) and M(X) = C’(X) the set 
of all (Radon- ) measures on X. 
Then 
(2) Let C’,“( [0, 11’) (SE N, kc N,, 0 <a < i j be the Holder class 
(f: CO, l]‘+ R I ID’“lf(x) - D’“lf(y)l d /Is- ~~1% for all derivatives of 
order kj. Then e,2(Ck,sr( [0, l]‘), A’) X e,?(Ck.“([O, I]“) X d,,(C”+ 
([O, !I’)) x fl-ik+x’,‘s holds. Here a,, X b, means that there exist cl, c2 > 0 
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with ci <a,,/b,, < c2 for all n E N. This result is a consequence of 
Proposition 2 and known facts about e,(@( [0, l]“), A’) (see Bahvalov 
[l]) and &(C”,OL([O, 11”)) (see Lorentz [lo] or Tihomirov [lj]). 
PROBLEM. We state the following problem: For which A c B(X) does 
e,(A) +O? The analogous problem for d,(A) is easy: d,,(il) + 0 iff 
A G V+ S with a finite-dimensional V and a compact S. As Proposition 3c 
shows, there are “very large” sets A G B(X) with eJ.4) --+ 0. 
We now investigate e,,(A) for a vector space A. The analogous problem 
for d,,(A ) is very easy: d,(A ) = cyc, holds for all n < dim A and d,( A j = 0 for 
all n>dim ,4. We consider the case where X is a compact space and 
A c C(X): 
PROPOSITION 3. (a) Let X be compact and scattered (the latter means 
that there is no nonempty subset of X M?thout isolated points; see Semadeni 
[ 131) and A c C(X), dim -4 = ~1. Then e,,(A) = a holds for all II < m. 
(b) Let X be compact and -4 G C(X), dim A > 11, and let A contain a 
Chebyshev system of n functions. Then e,,(A) = a holds. 
(c) Zf X is compact but not scattered then there is an A G C(X) with 
dim A = CCI but e,(A j = 0 for all II E N. That means that for each p E B’(X) 
there is a representation 
Pc(f I= a,f(x,) (for aN fEAj. 
Prooj (aj Let ;4 = ( fi,..., f,,,) and dim A = nz 3 2 (there is nothing to 
prove for nz = 1). Then Y = {(f,(x),..., J,(x)) 1 x E X} G R’” is countable 
(see Semadeni [ 131). Because R”’ is not the union of countable many sub- 
spaces of dimension 11 <HZ, the set M= { 1’ E R’” 1 ~7 = I:= I Aiyi, ii~ Iw, 
yie Y> is a proper subset of R”. Let .i; E Rm\< M and consider a p E B’(X) 
with j = (p( fi),..., p( fm)). It is easy to show that e,(A, p) = scj is valid and 
therefore the statement follows. 
(bj Let A=(f ,,..., fi,*) with dimA=m>~i and let {fi ,..., f,} be a 
Chebyshev system. Let ALE B’(X) with p( fi) = 0 for i= l,..., n and 
p( fn+ I) = 1. Assuming p( f ) = xy= i aif for all f 6 A (where we can 
presume the xi to be different) from xr=, aif; = 0 for j= O,..., n, it 
follows that a, = 0 for all i= l,..., n, which contradicts the fact that 
C:‘= 1 ‘ids + L(xij = l’ 
(c) Because X is compact but not scattered, there exists a continuous 
h: X + [0, l] which is onto. Because [ - 1, l] N is a Peano space there even 
exists a continuous h*: X -+ [ - 1, 11 N which is onto. Then the projections 
hT(ieN) of h* are continuous and linear independent. Therefore, for 
A= (f,, f2 ,... ), dim A = m holds. Let p E B’(X) with ilpll < 1. Then 
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~(h~)=ki~[-l, l] for all HEN. There is an .Y,EX with h*(x,j= 
(k,, k?,..,). Then ,~(hT)=h*(x,) holds for all i and therefore e,(i2, pij =O 
and the statement follows. 
Remark. For the Sobolev classes q-( [O, l]‘,= [j-I [O, IjS-+ 
R / x,., = k lID’“)J /I p 6 1 $ in the case pk > s (imbedding condition) 
e,,(V$([O, l]“), A’) Xe,(W~([O, 11’)) Xr;-” 
holds (see Novak [ 111). 
The lower estimate follows from arguments similar to Bahvalov [ 1], and 
the upper estimate in the case 2 6 p d x8 follows from Proposition 2 and 
known facts about the n-widths of these classes. The case 16 p < 2 is much 
more difficult because then the relation 
is not valid (see Hollig [6] or Kashin [ 71). 
2. STQCHASTIC QUADRATURE FORMULAS 
Let (X, a, ,u) be a finite signed measure space and A a set of ,u-integrable 
functions on X. A stochastic quadrature formula &E S,, with n knots is a 
random variable with values in Y’ x R” = M,,(X). By Q,(Jf) we denote the 
random variable 
f&c f i = i ajf(-~i), where Q,, = (sl . . . . . x,,. a,,..., a,,). 
,=I 
Analogously to the e,(A, /l) we now define the nth error bound for 
stochastic quadrature formulas, 
aA.4, pJ=dnfs ;u; (-Wf-Q,z(fl)l)l ’ 
.E n E 
(where E is the expectation of a random variable). For a given measurable 
space (X, a) we define 
o,(A j = SUP ~5,L4, PI, 
where u runs through all signed measures on (X, a) with llpll d 1. 
EXAMPLE. If X is compact and a is the Baire o-algebra then for 
A c C(X) the numbers e,(A) and o,(A) are directly comparable because 
the signed measures on (X, a) and the Radon measures on C(X) corres- 
pond to each other. 
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The following statement is a more precise version of a result of Bahvalov 
Cll: 
PROPOSITION 4. Let A s L,(X, a, p) and fi (i= I,..., 2n) with the follow- 
ing conditions: 
(i) the fj have disjunct supports and filjX p( fi) > E for all i = l,..., 2n, 
(ii) for all 6,~ ( - 1, 1 } h f t e unction xEl hifi is an element of A. 
Then a,JA, p) 3 (~/2). H’:‘~ is valid. 
Remark. Under the same conditions Bahvalov’s [l] method gives 
a,(A, p) 2 8. c. nli2 with some unfixed c > 0, independent of n. 
Proof: Let A = (x2 I Sif, / dig { - 1, 1> 1 and for p,, E M,(X) let 
J’(PJ=C~~Z I,df )-,4f )I’. Then 
is valid. Therefore, for all Qll E S,, the relation E(F(Q,,)) 3 2’“. .z2. (n/4) is 
valid and there exists an f E A with E( (Qn( f ) - p( f ))‘) > 8’. (11/4). From 
this the statement follows. 
Now we compare the numbers a,(A, p) with the tz-width of A in the 
space L2(X, a, p), which we denote with d,.,(A, ,u): 
PROPOSITION 5. Let p be positive and .4 z L,(X, a, p). Then 
0,+1(4 ~tr)Gdn’,,,(A p.t)- Il~ll”~. 
For the proof of Proposition 5 we need the following lemma, which is 
due to Ermakov and Zolotukhin [3]; see also Ermakov [2]. 
LEMMA. Let p be positive and A E L,(X, a, p) a vector space with 
dim A = n and 1 E A. Then there is a Q,, E S, with the following properties: 
(a) EtQ,(f )) = df)for al/f E LIK a9 P), 
(b) QJf )=Af )for alIf EL 
(cl E((Q,(f) - Af ))I) G lb4 . inf,.. Mf -d’) for al/f E-&(X, a7 FCC). 
Proof of proposition 5. For E > 0 there is a linear space T/G L,(X, a, p) 
wtth dim V = n and supfsA inf,, y II f - gll2 d d,,2M P) + E. We apply the 
lemma to the vector space ( V, 1) and get a Q, + r E S,, r with 
supfeA E((Q,+l(f )-Af ))2) G supfGA 11~11 .inf,.,.A(f -g)‘) d 11~11~ 
(d,,,(A, p) + E)~ and the statement follows. 
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Remark. With the help of Proposition 5 and known estimates of 
a’,,7_(A, ,LI) (see, for example, Korneicuk [9] and Parfenov [12]) one gets 
estimates for the c,,(A, p). 
Now we want to compare the numbers (>,(A, LL:) and e,JA ) with the num- 
bers a,(A, ,u) and o,,(A), respectively: 
PROPOSITION 6. (a) Let ,u he a signed fitzite nzeasure 077 (X, a) and 
AcL,(X,a. p)nB(X). Then a,(A,p)de,,(A,,u) holds. 
(b) Let X be corz7pact, CI the Bake o-algebra oj7 3’. and A c C[X). 
Ti7en G,,( A ) d e,,( A ) l7olds. 
Remark. This proposition is a simple consequence of the fact that each 
deterministic quadrature formula p(n E M, can be regarded as a stochaslic 
quadrature formula Q,, E S,, with constant -xi and a!. Stochastic quadrature 
formulas are interesting in those cases where the on(A, cl) converge much 
faster than the corresponding e,,(A. p j. 
Now we give some results for special function classes: 
PROPOSITION 7. (a) For the class I,‘= if‘: [0, 11 + R 1 Var( J‘ ) < I ;, the 
statement e,( L’/) X e,,( V, A) X r~,( V) X a,( V3 1) X L/n holds. 
(b) ~&?([0, l]“), As) X a,#?,“([O, 14”)) x .P’~+~),~--! 2-
(c) G,(cv;([o, l-y), /I’) x n-““-‘~‘forp>‘. 
(dj [~,~(Et$([0, l]‘))X17~~‘-“.for~p>,s arrdp>I. 
Rcmarh. (i) These results are due to the author [ll] and contain 
those of several authors (see Bahvalov Cl] and Haber [4. 51). 
(ii I The statement 7(a) shows that stochastic quadrature formulas 
do not always converge faster than deterministic ones. Another example 
would be the crass WL( [0, 11”) for p = 1. 
(ii) In some cases the o,,(A, iI) converge faster than the 
corresponding eJA, ,u). This has been remarked for the Hiilder classes in 
the case p = 1.’ by Bahvalov [ 11. 
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